LINE
LIGHT
UNIQUE LIGHTING SOLUTIONS
FOR THE AUTOMOTIVE WORKSHOP
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// The “ORIGINAL SCANGRIP” symbol is your guarantee
that the product is designed and developed by SCANGRIP
High quality
SCANGRIP products are known for high quality with a price-to-quality ratio
considered to be the best on the market. We have comprehensive quality check
procedures, and we are ISO 9001 certified.

Unique design
SCANGRIP receives strong recognition in the marketplace for unique product
design. We are inspired by the concept of modern design and gather ideas from
other industries to create new products that have not been seen before.

Europe’s leading supplier
SCANGRIP provides the strongest and most comprehensive range of durable and
functional LED work lights and is Europe’s leading and trendsetting supplier of
work lighting solutions for professionals. SCANGRIP is first-mover and is always
two steps ahead when it comes to developing new and innovative LED work lights.
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Specialised LED work light solutions
for the automotive workshop
• Powerful, efficient, and concentrated work light
• Extremely sturdy and shockproof
• Waterproof to resist wet and dirty workshop environment
• Technical lifetime of LEDs 100,000 hours
// Bright illumination exactly where you need it
By means of a built-in prism, LINE LIGHT concentrates the light in a 75° beam angle providing an
extremely bright and powerful illumination of the specific working area. Blinding during work is
avoided, and the lamp itself can be turned to provide the optimum lighting angle.

// Innovative LED technology
The LINE LIGHT series is based on the newest state-of-the-art LED technology. LINE LIGHT
provides almost double illumination compared to the traditional 36W fluorescent tubes.
The quality of the light is extremely powerful, like daylight which is optimum for precise
recognition of colours, shades and other product details. The uniform, flicker free illumination
without strobe effects also minimizes the risk of accidents.

// Extreme durability
LINE LIGHT is constructed by a closed ”unbreakable” extruded acrylic profile which makes it
extremely sturdy and shockproof to endure even strong strokes, shocks and vibrations.
LINE LIGHT endures the rough, wet and dirty conditions of the professional working environment and is resistant to both oil and chemicals. The high IP classification means that it is
resistant to both dust and water. LINE LIGHT is completely maintenance free.

// Reduced power consumption
Compared to traditional fluorescent tube lighting LINE LIGHT only consumes half the amount of
electricity which presents serious cost savings on electricity.

IP67

ULTRA

SLIM
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SUPERIOR underhood light
• Up to 1,000 lumen light output
• Dust and waterproof, IP65
• Most slim and compact underhood light
on the market
• Extremely low weight, only 2.2 lbs
• Choose between 2 light settings (50%
or 100%) for maximized operating time

DUAL SYSTEM is an intelligent and innovative lighting functionality.
SCANGRIP work lights provided with DUAL SYSTEM
are both rechargeable and equipped with 16ft cable
offering unlimited application possibilities. Very
easily you change over: it takes only a second to connect the power cable - or disconnect when needed.
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// Illuminates the entire engine bay
The BONNET LIGHT provides you with an extremely bright and powerful
illumination of the entire engine bay.
Supplied with an adjustable telescopic holder with soft-padded hook ends
providing a firm and scratch-free grip on the vehicle. The holder is compact
and takes up less space in storage.
Without cable the bonnet light
might also to be used as a
large inspection lamp.

LINE LIGHT BONNET C+R

$ 169.00
03.5240US

( 3.94 - 5.58 ft )

// The ultimate work light for detailing
Inside the cabin the BONNET LIGHT may also be used as work light either mounted by the telescopic
holder or mounted onto the windscreen by the flexible arm with suction cup.
A range of accessories are available to position the lamp all places on or beneath the car.
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ULTRA SLIM inspection hand lamps
• Powerful inspection light and flashlight in one
• Sturdy and waterproof, IP65
• Ultra-slim design (ø0.98”) allows inspection
in even most inaccessible places
• Flexible positioning with adjustable
hook with magnet
• Flexible gooseneck fixtures

The very slim design with a diameter of only
ø0.98” makes it possible to illuminate even
hard to reach compact areas.
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Both lamps are delivered with
adjustable hook with clip holder
and magnet.

LINE LIGHT C+R

LINE LIGHT R

03.5243US

03.5244US

Inspection work light with
DUAL SYSTEM and top
spot light

Rechargeable
inspection work light
with top spot light

$ 119.00

360o

360o

$ 89.00

FLEXIBLE
suspensions
A range of accessories are available to
position the LINE LIGHT lamps all places
on or beneath the car.

GOOSENECK
WITH MAGNET

$ 34.00
03.5218

GOOSENECK
WITH
SUCTION CUP

HOOK
WITH
MAGNET

$ 29.00

$ 9.00

03.5219

03.5312
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DETAILS
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

UNDERHOOD and HAND LAMPS

LINE LIGHT BONNET C+R

LINE LIGHT C+R

03.5240US

03.5243US

LINE LIGHT R
03.5244US

Underhood light with DUAL
SYSTEM incl. telescopic holder and
cable and with DIMMER function

Inspection hand lamp with DUAL
SYSTEM and top light. Incl. clip
holder with hook and magnet

Rechargeable inspection hand lamp.
With top light incl. clip holder with hook
and magnet

48 SMD LEDs
Step 1/ step 2
1000/2000 lux@1.5ft
500/1000 lumen
75° beam angle
3h/1.5h operating time
4h charging time
16 ft cable
3.7V/5200mAh Li-ion
10°F to 100°F
ø0.98x40.43in
2.2lbs
IP65

24 SMD LEDs / 1 X CREE XP-G2 in top
1300/1500 lux@1.5ft
600/150 lumen
75°/50° beam angle
2.5h/8h operating time
4h charging time
16 ft cable
3.7V/5200 mAh Li-ion
10°F to 100°F
ø0.98x14.37in
0.59lbs
IP65

16 SMD LEDs / 1 X CREE XP-G2 in top
900/1500 lux@1.5ft
400/150 lumen
75°/50°beam angle
1.5h/4h operating time
6h charging time
3.7V/2600 mAh Li-ion
10°F to 100°F
ø0.98x14.06in
0.48lbs
IP65

$ 169.00

$ 119.00

$ 89.00

EAN: 5708997002445

EAN: 5708997002490

EAN: 5708997002483

ACCESSORIES
Suspensions

GOOSENECK
WITH MAGNET

GOOSENECK WITH
SUCTION CUP

CLIP WITH HOOK
AND MAGNET

MAGNETIC CLIP HOLDER

03.5218

03.5219

03.5312

03.5257

Flexible arm with clip holder
and neodymium magnet

Flexible arm with clip holder
and suction cup

Adjustable hook for flexible
position

ø2.36x11.06in
0.37lbs

Ball socket joint with strong
magnet or suspension for
LINE LIGHT

ø2.55x10.65in
0.22lbs

$ 34.00

$ 29.00

$ 9.00

$ 45.00

EAN: 5708997352182

EAN: 5708997352199

EAN: 5708997353127

EAN: 5708997352571

1.77x1.77x5.31in
0.09lbs

All prices are gross prices, ex US warehouse, TAX exclusive and effective from 1st January 2021. Prices are subject to change without notice.
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Nor is responsibility assumed for printing errors. Our GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS apply for all business transacted with SCANGRIP.

ø2.36x3.94in
0.29lbs

Designed by us. Manufactured by us.
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SCANGRIP receives strong recognition in the marketplace for its
product design, and the products are known for their high quality.
SCANGRIP strives for perfection, and is continuously optimizing
and improving light output, battery capacity, design and ergonomics, durability, user-friendliness and functionality. The aim is to
set new standards for professional work lights.

49.0186- LINE LIGHT-US-2021-1

SCANGRIP.COM

SCANGRIP was established in 1906 and has been manufacturing
high quality hand tools for the industrial and automotive sectors
for 115 years.

// SCANGRIP NORTH AMERICA, INC. 1201 Peachtree Street NE, Suite 100 Atlanta, Georgia 30361 USA
+1 310 8665607 us@scangrip.com
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Nor is responsibility assumed for printing errors. Our GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS apply for all business transacted with SCANGRIP.

SCANGRIP is innovation from Denmark: All products are designed
and developed by SCANGRIP in Denmark and manufactured at our
own factories.

All prices are gross prices, ex US warehouse, TAX exclusive and effective from 1st Janary 2021. Prices are subject to change without notice.

// SCANGRIP is Europe’s leading manufacturer
of work lights for professionals providing the
strongest and most comprehensive ranges of
work lights with the latest LED lighting technology
available on the market.

Headquarters: SCANGRIP A/S DK-5700 Svendborg DENMARK

